
Light affects our moods. In our homes good lighting
can cheer us, calm us, suffuse us with a sense of well-be-
ing. Light is useful, of course, but it can also add drama.
The renovation of three rooms in three very different
homes in Woodbridge, Old Saybrook and South Glas-
tonbury show how vital both daylight and artificial light
are to creating rooms that make people feel good.

These renovations-a new living-room ceiling in
a classic mid century Modern, a kitchen addition in a
transformed 1960s Cape and a crafty remodel of an
awkward 1980s bathroom-are dissimilar in style. But
they all glow.

Wood also plays a role in each of these renovations.
Cypress, black walnut and exotic bosse are contrasted
with stone, glass and unusual materials like wool felt
and linen-pressed acrylic. And, in perhaps a sign of
more level-headed times, each homeowner chose to re-
use materials, fixtures and appliances.

Let there be light.

ALIGHT-FIllED MODERN IS ILLUMINATED
When she bought a midcentury home (shown at right) designed

by Modernist architect King-Lui Wu, Lauren Cohn wanted to
change as little as possible. The first time she walked through the
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living-room door, she understood Wu's reputation as a
master in the use of daylight-rays of golden autumn
light streamed through the glass walls and out to the
open courtyard the house is built around. But artificial
lighting in the mid-1950s wasn't beautiful. Fluorescent
tubes were visible between the ceiling's cypress slats.
Lights flickered on, buzzed and gave off a sickly glow.

Wu's 1955 "Dupont House" was built in Woodbridge
as a weekend home for Benjamin Dupont and his wife,
who never lived there. Luckily, the next owners did live
there, for almost 50 years in fact, and changed nothing.
Cohn had found an unadulterated gem. An aficionado

. of modern design who likes everything "spare and
clean;' she wanted to keep the authentic details.

In the living room, the Pennsylvania bluestone floors,
which had yellowed under layers of sealant, needed sim-
ply to be thoroughly cleaned and properly resealed. The
symmetrical set of doors-double solid wooden doors
aligned with matching doors that open to the courtyard
-showed the wear of 50 years. That didn't bother Cohn;
she left them alone.

But the ceiling, whose cypress slats had warped and
twisted over the years, would have to go. The key for ar-
chitect Dean Sakamoto of Dean Sakamoto Architects in
New Haven was to design a ceiling that would respect
Wu, the room's connection to nature and its Modern
features. The most dominant feature is the fireplace, a
weaving of blond firebricks designed by Wu's Yale col-
league Josef Albers, the color theorist known for his
"Homage to a Square" paintings on color interaction
.and chairman of the Department of Design at the Yale
School of Art in the 1950s. Wu himself, who from 1945
to 1988 taught many of todays foremost architects at
Yale's School of Architecture, was known for his "Day-
light and Architecture" course.

Cohn made two requests of her architect, She
wanted to soften this room of glass, stone and brick. And
she wanted to reuse the cypress slats. Sakamoto's solu-
tion was to rework the salvageable parts into a grid of
squares on the ceiling. He created a line oflight on an axis
with the fireplace by placing opal glass panels over 21st-
century fluorescent lights. He flanked the lighted panels
with soft squares of natural off-white wool felt (which also
help with soundproofing). Contractor JeffCarter of West-
mount Group in West Haven built the ceiling. "He's really
an artist;' Cohn says of Carter.

Getting just the right amount of light beneath the
glass panels-light that would bathe the space-took a
fair amount of experimentation, Sakamoto says. Today,
the light "doesn't dominate the room;' he explains. "It
lets the fireplace come forth:' Recessed halogen lights
set into the felt squares illuminate the fireplace's unique
texture. All the lights are on dimmers. Cohn likes the·
way the glass panels feel like skylights. "I loved the oth-
er ceiling, but the lighting is better now;' she says.

Looking around the room, Cohn points to the
chipped veneer at the top of the door between the liv-
ing room and dining room.

"Everything is not perfect and It's not going to be;'
she says. "The most important thing is that the house
makes you feel good:'
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THE LIGHTING

Architect Sakamoto created a line of light using opal
glass panels to cover fluorescent lighting. To soften the
hard surfaces, he flanked the glass with squares of wool
felt. Halogen lights are set into the squares.

THE CEILING

A grid of 30-inch squares is de-
fined by cypress slats reclaimed
from the original ceiling de-
signed by King-Lui Wu in 1955.

The original ceiling was made of cypress slats, which
covered fluorescent lights. In the 50-plus years since the
house was built, the slats had warped and twisted, and
the lights buzzed and cast a harsh glow.

THE FIREPLACE

A fireplace of blond firebricks,
designed by Josef Albers, a col-
league of King-Lui Wu's at Yale,
dominates the room. Sakamoto's
new ceiling does not upstage the
fireplace, but casts light on its
unique textured surface.

THE FLOOR TILE

The floors throughout the house are of Pennsylvania
bluestone. They needed only a cleaning and resealing.
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THE LIGHTING

NEW KITCHEN CENTER STAGE
At first, the original kitchen seemed perfectly fine.

The stainless steel appliances were only two years old,
the white cabinets were, if not top-quality, workable, and
you could glimpse Long Island Sound between the neigh-
bors' houses. But as plans to transform the cramped 1962
cookie-cutter Cape into an open contemporary started to
take shape, architect Sabrina Foulke of Point One Archi-
tects in Old Lyme made a good point.

"She told me, 'You're not going to be happy renovat-
ing this whole house and keeping the existing kitchen.
You won't have that drama you're looking for;" recalls
the homeowner, who entertains frequently.

Four hanging lamps of
Murano glass add style
anddrama. The lighting
designer's plan also in-
cluded recessed ceiling
and undercounter lights.
All fixtures are on dim-
mers, allowing bright
light for cooking, mood
light for entertaining.

TOd" the 250~",u,re-footkitchen addition i
both the focal point and the most used and enjoyed
room in the house. Step in the front door of this home
overlooking the Sound in Old Saybrook and your eye is
drawn past the beige-and-white-striped entry through
the red dining room (the former kitchen) to the bright,
high-ceilinged kitchen.

The first thing to catch your eye is the black walnut
island lit by four hanging lamps imported from Venice.
The Murano glass shades, with their bronze, gold, black
and taupe lines, wash the island with light that picks up
the flecks of bronze in the Zodiaq quartz countertops.

Here's where you'll· find the homeowner and her
husband, empty-nesters, most evenings. Her husband
plugs in his laptop on one side of the island, while she
preps dinner on the other. "You can plug in or zone out;'
she says. "You can turn on the speakers, have a glass of
wine and look at the water" -through windows that are
placed to maximize the water view.

When the couple entertains, they fill the island's prep
sink with ice and bottles of wine and champagne. But
like the kitchen itself, the island is also a workhorse. The
side facing the kitchen houses a second oven (the only
new appliance purchased), drawers for utensils, shelves
for cookbooks and storage for root vegetables. "The key
is, she's a real cook;' says Foulke. "This is a real function-
ing kitchen for cooking and entertaining:'

The homeowner worked with Ray Christian of Ray
Lighting and Design Studios in Hartford to create an
all-encompassing plan that includes the hanging lamps,
cabinet, undercounter and recessed lighting that can il-
luminatework surfaces, or approximate candlelight.

The kitchen has personality plus. Two zebra-striped
wool runners jazz up the oak floor. The walls are painted
a saturated Tuscan yellow (Benjamin Moore Concorde
Ivory). Interior designer Ilaina Clement of Vivo Designs
in Old Saybrook suggested a deeper hue than the old
kitchen's pale yellow. She "took me out of my comfort
zone;' the homeowner says. "Now I absolutely love it:'

Custom cabinets with recessed panel doors from Old
Farms Woodworking in Andover got a modern feel with
lorig cylindrical stainless-steel pulls. The lO-foot-high
ceiling allowed for a row of diminutive upper cabinets
whose glass fronts and interior lighting highlight the
homeowner's collection of Cipolla pewter. Glenn An-
derson of Westbrook was the contractor for the project.

French doors lead to a new patio, which, as you might
expect, is frequently filled with friends.
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THE CABINETRY

The 1O-foot ceiling allows room for an up-
per row of cabinets. Their glass fronts and
interior lights shine on the owner's collec-
tion of Cipolla pewter. The lower cabinets
have recessed paneled doors and, for a
modern feel, extra-long cylindrical pulls.

The old kitchen (now the dining room) was fine at
first glance, but the cabinets were poor-quality,
openings to the foyer and living room were
cramped, and the water view included the backs
of neighbors' houses.

AGRAND ISLE

A black walnut Zodiaq quartz-topped
island is where everything happens-
food prep, dining (it seats up to eight), .
watching TV or gazing out at the Sound
through windows that now show more
water than neighbors' houses.



BUILDING A SOFT COCOON
With their children now teenagers, Paul DeMaio and

Jane Snyder-DeMaio wanted a soothing place to escape
to in their South Glastonbury home. Creating a new
master-bedroom suite within the existing footprint of
their large 1984 contemporary house meant finding a so-
lution to the all-white master bathroom's cold feel, awk-
ward proportions and cavernous 12-foot peaked ceiling.

Architect Jamie Wolf of Wolfworks in Avon de-
cided that the trick was to create floating forms. Using
an acrylic-and-linen material called 3form, he created

. curved shades that hang from the ceiling, in effect low-
ering the ceiling without creating a boxy feel. The shades
cleverly cover simple track lighting. Looking like a sail
with arched wooden "ribs:' the lights diffuse an amber
glow into the now caramel-warm room oftravertine and
wood.

The choice of wood was important to DeMaio, who
builds furniture as a hobby. Wolf suggested that they visit
Berkshire Products in Sheffield, Mass., where DeMaio
discovered bosse, an African wood similar to mahogany
in its rich reddish hue and ability to withstand moisture.
"There was a lot of 'figure' in the wood, a lot of movement.
I was fascinated:' says DeMaio.

Wolf used bosse to create another illuminated float-
ing form-a wood-and-travertine vanity that stands four
inches from the wall, allowing space for lighting behind
the medicine cabinets. He used the acrylic 3form to create
a glowing "jewelbox" look. "The medicine cabinets look

. like they're floating when they're lit up at night:' says Sny-
der -DeMaio. The room twists high -tech with a TV mirror
set between the medicine cabinets.

Beneath a travertine shelf, an elongated basin sink
with drains at either end sits on a travertine counter.
There is storage below in four central drawers flanked by
bifold doors that open to reveal two more sets of draw-
ers. "The whole thing is pretty crazy:' says Wolf. DeMaio
calls it real craftsmanship with an organic and modern
quality. Wolfworks' craftsmen built it all.

W hat the bathroom h,d going for it from the
start was the bathtub alcove surrounded by bay windows,
which offered great views of the woods on the seven-acre
property. Wolf used travertine and bosse to box in the
existing tub. He added a' shelf around it and brought the
tile down onto the tub for a more built-in feel, then hung
a second, smaller winged light over the alcove.

He introduced another curve in the shower's back
wall of small travertine tiles. Set directly on the floor,
with no threshold to step over, the shower is fronted with
glass and has a door handle made of bosse. In addition
to a regular showerhead, there's a rain showerhead over
a built-in seat.

Today, the bathroom is a sanctuary for Snyder-De-
Maio, who likes to soak in the tub surrounded by candles.
In the morning, while showering, DeMaio enjoys catch-
ing up on the baseball highlights on the TV mirror.

"That's kind of fun:' he says.
There's only one catch to having this glamorous, cool-

looking bathroom. The couple's two teenagers don't want
to use their own bathroom anymore. ••
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THE LIGHTING

Architect Jamie Wolf of Wolfworks in Avon cre-
ated curved floating "wings" of an acrylic-linen
material, which cover basic track lighting and
create a warm glow.

••
The original bathroom in the large 1980s
contemporary was cold white, with awkward
proportions and a cavernous 12-foot ceiling.

THE TUB

The bay-windowed alcove was the one thing the room had
going for it. The owners kept the original tub, but Wolf
boxed it in with travertine and bosse wood. He also put in a
shelf and brought the tile down to the tub to create a more
built-in feel.

/.

THE VANITY

Wolf's vanity, like the ceiling lighting,
seems to float. Made of exotic bosse
wood and travertine, it's a freestanding
piece of furniture that stands four inches
from the wall, allowing space for glow-
ing acrylic shades behind the medicine
cabinets. Between them is a TV mirror.

THE SHOWER

The architect introduced another curve in the
shower's back wall of travertine tiles. Set directly
on the floor with no threshold to step over, the
shower is fronted with glass, has a handle made of
bosse, a rain showerhead and built-in seat.




